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Paper by MCPI(U)
Document of the MCP(U), submitted to the National Seminar on challenges faced by the forces
struggling to change the present system of India, organized by the CPI(ML), CC at Hyderabad on
9th & 10th September 2018.
Enormous changes in the field of economic & political have taken place after the downfall the
Soviet Union during 1991 and the East European democratic governments.
Due to the crisis in America, to appropriate the Labour of the working people of all backward
countries, in the name of WTO & IMF through the monopoly bourgeoisie and Land Lord government
of India, under the mask of world bank our countries wealth is being looted. Due to this exploitation
peoples day to day problems are erupting enormously.
Communist parties and revolutionaries are splitted in to so many parties. It is also one of the
major reasons to weaken the communist movement. Another reason is serious differences in
international communist movement. Every splinter party is calling and arguing that, their stand is
correct, all others are wrong. Weather we accept or not people are moving away to us is the reality.
Movements are becoming weak, what we feel is in assessing the concrete economic and social
situation of the India is the lacuna.
In our country, so many issues are becoming hurdle in the way to strengthen the left movement.
The caste is also one of the major issues. It is influencing our revolutionary process also. We should
address this issue properly to strengthen our left movement. Our tactics have not to be strengthened
the ruling parties either directly or indirectly.
A time has come to all the Left parties and communist revolutionaries to form an united platform,
to abolish the people’s socio economic disparities by united struggles and peoples movement on
the basis of Marxism and Leninism and ultimately to form a united platform. All the democrats and
intellectuals those stand for Class and Casteless society, have to form an united flat form.
We appreciate the CPI (ML) Central committee, for taking an initiative for this seminar.
Md.GHOUSE,General Secretary
Central Committee
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